Cytogenetic abnormalities are frequent in uncultured prostate cancer cells.
Despite attempts by several laboratories to identify consistent chromosome abnormalities in cancer of the prostate, relatively few clonal changes have been found. We compared analysis of metaphases from uncultured specimens of primary prostate cancer (direct preparations) with those obtained from short-term culture using various media. While the number of metaphases in uncultured specimens was low, and chromosome morphology fair to poor, structural chromosome changes could be identified as clonal in 5 of 14 specimens (36%). In contrast, while clonal abnormalities were found in 20 of 61 (33%) specimens analyzed after short-term culture, these abnormalities were predominantly numerical and simple structural changes. Two tumors metastatic to lymph nodes were studied using direct preparations; both were near tetraploid, with multiple structural abnormalities, including isochromosome 8q in both and del(8)(p21) in one. Cytogenetic analyses of metastatic prostate tumors have been very limited, and these data suggest that formation of an i(8q) may be the mechanism by which loss of heterozygosity of 8p, reported frequently in molecular analyses, occurs. Our findings indicate that prostate cancers, like most solid tumors, do have clonal chromosome abnormalities that are frequently complex, but the method that reproducibly yields representative karyotypes from this particular tumor remains to be identified.